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Editorial 
Bits and pieces this month but the main feature is some of the issues 
faced with the building of the new Roving Rails exhibition layout. 
Structure 
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Specifications used to construct the straight modules courtesy 
Andrew Phyfer 
An introduction to the Roving Rails layout was featured in the December 
NSC. Further information is set out below. 

In order to give others who may wish to construct a portable layout using 
the same principles as Highway Model Railway Club, a list of required 
materials prepared by Gravin Phyfer follows. 
Roving Rails Modules – Materials List 

1. MODULE: 1200mm

Part # Component Dimension Material Quantity Supplier Code

A End Plate 600 by 150 15mm Birch Ply 2 Timber City JD10804609

B Side 1170 by 100 15mm Birch Ply 2 Timber City JD10804609

C Brace 570 by 100 15mm Birch Ply 3 Timber City JD10804609

D Base board 1170 by 600 50mm Ridgid Polyurathane 

(50kg/m³)

1 RiGiFoam PU50

2. MODULE: 1800mm

Part # Component Dimension Material Quantity Supplier Code

A End Plate 600 by 150 15mm Birch Ply 2 Timber City JD10804609

B Side 1770 by 100 15mm Birch Ply 2 Timber City JD10804609

C Brace 570 by 100 15mm Birch Ply 4 Timber City JD10804609

D Base board 1770 by 600 50mm Ridgid Polyurathane 

(50kg/m³)

1 RiGiFoam PU50

3 LEG:

Part # Component Dimension Material Quantity Supplier Code

A Top Plate 550 by 150 15mm Birch Ply 1 Timber City JD10804609

B Bottom Plate 550 by 100 15mm Birch Ply 1 Timber City JD10804609

C Leg 1180 by 50 15mm Birch Ply 4 Timber City JD10804609

D Height adjustment block 40 by 40 by 100 SA Pine 2 Timber City JC10803229

E Height adjuster Bolt and nut assembly Adjusting bolt: M10 2 Gelmar

Claw screw 2 Gelmar

One required per module for layout, Two for stand-alone display
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4 MODULE JOINING ASSEMBLY

Part # Component Dimension Material Quantity Supplier Code

A Joining Bolt Assembly Galvanised steel Bolt:  M8 by 65 2 Pinetown Bolt ZHXSET M08080

Galvanised steel Wing nut:  M8 2 Pinetown Bolt ZWGNT M08

Galvanised steel Panel Washer: M8 by 40dia 4 Pinetown Bolt ZWSFEN M08

5 ELECTRICAL

Part # Component Dimension Material Quantity Supplier Code

A Bus wire RED - 2mm auto wire 1 Bosch

BLACK - 2mm auto wire 1

B Module joining block - Pair 

(Black and Red)
10A terminal Strip-Female 2 ACDC PVT-10P

C Track connection RED - 1mm auto wire 2

BLACK - 1mm auto wire 2

D Pigtail - intermodule - Pair 

(Black and Red)
10A terminal Strip- Male 2 ACDC PVT-10P

500mm RED - 2mm auto wire 1

500mm BLACK - 2mm auto wire 1

E Bus wire connectors ACDC

One required per module for layout, Two for stand-alone display

 
Highway Model Railway Club members are aging and during the 
planning stage, the weight of the modules was felt to be an important 
consideration. However, the robustness of the modules given that they 
have to be transported, erected and dismantled is also important. For 
this reason and the aesthetics, 15mm birch plywood was chosen for the 
module frames and legs rather than a cheaper and less dense 
alternative. The straight modules have 50mm thick foam baseboards 
which helped save weight but for strength considerations the corner 
modules have plywood bases. This of course adds to their weight so all 
in all, the weight saving attempts have not been an unqualified success! 
Given their size and weight, the large modules (1800mm long) in 
particular benefit from having two people to carry them 
In contrast to previous modular layouts, the Roving Rails layout does not 
have a unifying theme insofar as a prototype is concerned. In fact, in 
order to showcase the hobby, the layout features a number of scales 
and gauges. Although HO scale (3.5mm to the foot) predominates, one 
modular set is OO scale (4mm to the foot). This has given an opportunity 
to use some of the items kindly donated to HMRC by Robin Atkinson.  
With respect to gauges in addition to HO/OO (16.5mm) there are also 
HOn3 (10.5mm) and HOe (9mm). 
All this provides the opportunity to run North American, British and 
Continental models.  
World of Miniatures Exhibition 29th May Westville Country Club 
The Roving Rails layout will be on display at the above exhibition on the 
29th May. Despite fairly intense building activity, the layout will be in an 
unfinished form but trains will be running and at least the layout will give 
the public an idea of what is involved with the hobby which is the object 
of the exercise. 
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Construction technique of HOn3 section: plywood track base on 
top of foam for risers. Note tops of point levers on NG section. 

Rear foam now covered in gauze and module nearer to camera now 
covered in Rhinolite plaster ready for rock moulds. 
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ProTrack joiners (see below) used in all of the modules on the 
layout. 
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Underside of module during narrow gauge wiring 
Note 50mm foam base and top right completed standard gauge wiring 
with “pigtail” joining lead plugged in. Note also use of 40 plus year old 
Hammant and Morgan point motors long since out of production. These 
are ideal for under base board mounting and particularly useful for old 
Shinohara points which require some sort of device to ‘hold’ them when 
thrown. (See also description of photo top of page 4.) This is in contrast 
to Peco points for example which have a spring to secure the point in the 
direction thrown. 
ProTrack Rail Joiners 
One of the big problems modellers face when portable and sectional 
layouts are involved is the alignment of track where baseboards meet. 
Highway Model Railway Club faced that problem when re-erecting the 
old DMR and the original Roving Rails modules. As the layout was to be 
permanent the solution adopted in that instance was to use track joiner 
pieces laid across the joins. 
While building the new Roving Rails portable display layout the same 
problem was encountered but a different solution was adopted. This was 
the use of ProTrack rail joiners made by ModelTech in the UK. 
https://www.modeltech.uk/  
The ProTrack approach is an adaptation of soldering rail ends to printed 
circuit board secured to the baseboard system. Paired joiners interlock 
via a mating system which gives perfect track alignment every time the 
baseboards are joined. Refer photo on page 5 and below.  
One of the attractions of the system is that there are joiners for different 
scales and gauges – O, HO/OO, HOm and N. This has been useful with 
the new Roving Rails layout where additional gauges to the standard 
HO/OO (16.5mm) have been used on some of the modules. 

https://www.modeltech.uk/
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Photo from ModelTech website.  
The ProTrack system allows for ensuring electrical continuity between 
baseboards should that be desired. Holes are predrilled in the joiners 
which allow for droppers to be soldered to the track which are then fed 
into joiner blocks below the baseboards. These in turn are joined to 
neighbouring boards using ‘pigtail’ leads plugged into male and female 
‘chocolate boxes’.  
The one issue for which provision has to be made if ProTrack joiners are 
to be used, is that by design, the male portion of them protrudes slightly 
beyond the end of the baseboard and care must be taken to ensure they 
are not damaged when being transported. This will not be such a big 
problem with the Roving Rails layout as to facilitate carrying, the 
modules have detachable plywood transport plates with indentations to 
cover the protrusions. The transport plates are fitted with handles and 
are secured to the module ends when they are being transported. 
With respect to the Roving Rails modules a different approach to 
soldering the joiners to the end rails was adopted to that in the above 
photograph. This seems to suggest that the underneath of the rails 
should be attached to the joiners. For ease of soldering and more 
particularly unsoldering if a mistake is made, a small amount of flux is 
placed on the outside of the rail and joiners and then the two are 
soldered together. Refer photograph below. Arguably, the solder joins, 
once the track is ballasted and painted, will look just like rail chairs. 
Another tip is to use a straight Tracksetta gauge laid across the two 
joiners to line up the rails while soldering the rails to the joiners. 
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One set of modules is intended to feature not only a dual gauge 
interchange/marshalling yard but also a HOn3 switchback. The ‘jumping 
off’ point for this is at an angle and while in theory ProTrack joiners could 
be used for this, the result would be them protruding further from the 
module joints than if the tracks were meeting as in the How It Works 
photo above (track ends perpendicular to the board joints). To solve this 
problem a reversion to the soldering track to pc board approach has 
been adopted. As can be seen in the photo above (page 5) the joining 
tracks have been cut at an angle.  
With respect to the HOn3 switchback (see photos pages 4 and 5) with 
only the one exception referred to above, the track ends are also 
perpendicular to the board ends so ProTrack joiners have been used. 
Unfortunately, at this stage ModelTech do not manufacture HOn3 joiners 
where the track spacing is 10.5mm. However, they do make HOm where 
the track spacing is 12mm so these were just usable as a substitute.  
HMRC bought the ProTrack rail joiners from GLR Services 
(https://www.glrailways.co.uk/) and when our order arrived we were 
pleasantly surprised to note that some other ModelTech products had 
been included as free samples. These were MagNem, MagNonem and 
MagLink couplings. Refer photo below. 
As can be observed from the photo and the website, this coupling 
system is tiny real earth magnet based and could be used as a KD 
coupling system alternative if block trains were being run. The MagLink 
couplers in particular are a realistic alternative to the ghastly (in my 
view!) tension hook couplers which became the de facto ‘standard’ with 
respect to UK OO coupling systems when Lines Brothers acquired 
Meccano in the early sixties, the latter having used the far superior (in 
my view!) Peco Simplex couplers with their Hornby Dublo product. 

 

Magnetic couplers by ModelTech 

https://www.glrailways.co.uk/
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Peco Simplex Coupling                      ‘Triang’ Bar and Link Coupling 
Another pleasant surprise which accompanied the ProTrack joiners 
package was the inclusion of a packet containing ProTrack Power 
Indicators. This is also pc board based where the two ‘poles’ are wired to 
a LED in the middle. I see the primary use of this on the HMRC layout 
where the indicators can be soldered to the track in power blocks and it 
will be possible to see at a glance if power is being fed to that block. 
Attempted property development at Kaaiman’s River bridge  
Those who been fortunate to visit Wilderness on the Cape Garden 
Route, will have seen the iconic Kaaiman’s River Bridge. Although 
arising from the landslip some 15 years ago and the subsequent debacle 
with respect to Transnet, the chances of the landslip being cleared and 
the George Knysna railway line being reinstated are remote, the planned 
property development in the opinion of a lot of people would devastate 
the area. If you would like to express your opposition to the proposal by 
signing a petition, please refer to http://chng.it/yWV28L5JjT. 

 

The location of the planned property development at Kaaiman’s 
River Bridge. Source of photo Peter Lillienfeld’s petition against the 
development. 
 

http://chng.it/yWV28L5JjT
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LEGO Post Script 
Further to last month’s NSC, there seems to be no limit to some people’s 
LEGO imagination and eccentricity. A Youtube video of one (well 
heeled) man’s layout which climbs stairs, goes outdoors, travels through 
underwater tunnels and does a lot of things in between can be viewed at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECn2al0M98s. 
A Cautionary Tale 
For the past six years I have been using Bluehost, an American 
company, to host the North Star Railway website. The main purpose of 
the site is to act as a data bank by providing access to past copies of the 
Chronicles, an index thereto and specifications for modular layouts. The 
website is not a commercial operation and I often wonder if the work and 
cost involved is worth it. 
Until now, there have not been any significant problems during the six 
year period the website has been in operation but sadly during the past 
month a couple of major issues arose.  Firstly, I could not update the 
pages files which essentially act as the data bank. This was because I 
was using an old version of Wordpress and this and plugins needed 
updating. This was duly done for me by the local web company which 
had created the website, namely Pinecom (https://www.pinecom-
website-design.co.za/.  
All was well for about a week and then Bluehost de-activated the North 
Star Railway site because it had been infected by phishing malware. On 
one level that is fair enough but one would think that anti malware would 
be incorporated in the website hoster’s servers as it is with MWEB for 
example. Not so, as I have discovered. Having experienced a phising 
attack, Bluehost deactivated the site and provided minimal assistance 
with the cleaning of the files concerned and site reactivation. I was 
informed I would have to pay nearly USD300 for a ‘security plan’ before 
they would assist. Now obviously Bluehost are in business to make 
money but there are a few lessons to be learned from my debacle, the 
main one being caveat emptor – buyer beware. Firstly, dealing with a 
hoster in a foreign country is not ideal. Secondly, rather than having to 
pay for extras, it would have made more sense to use a (local) service 
provider that included the necessary security protection in the hosting 
fee. As intimated above, I used a local website developer to design my 
site but out of ignorance went to Bluehost for hosting. 
There is another year to run of my Bluehost subscription. If I decide to 
continue with the website thereafter it won’t be with Bluehost! 
The end 
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